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Arunava Chakrabarti∗
Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r Physik Komplexer Systeme
No¨thnitzer Strasse 38, D-01187 Dresden, Germany
We perform a real space renormalization group analysis to study the one electron eigenstates
and the transmission coefficient across a 3-simplex fractal lattice of arbitrary size, in the presence
of a magnetic field. In particular, we discuss the existence of extended electronic states and the
influence of the magnetic field on the spectrum of the system. A general formulation is presented
which enables us to deal with both the isotropic and the anisotropic cases. It is found that in general,
the transmission across an anisotropic fractal is larger than its isotropic counterpart. Additionally,
we point out an extremely interesting correlation between a subset of values of the external field,
and the multiple fixed point cycles of the Hamiltonian corresponding to the extended eigenstates.
A prescription for observing such correlation is proposed. This aspect may be important in the
classification of the extended states in such deterministic structures.
PACS numbers: 61.44.-n, 71.23.An, 72.15.Rn, 73.20.Jc
I. INTRODUCTION
The physics of noninteracting electrons on lattices
without any translational invariance has been the subject
of intense theoretical activity since many years. Begin-
ning with the work of Anderson [1] describing the absence
of diffusion in randomly disordered lattices, a wealth of
knowledge has now accumulated in this field. Over the
last couple of decades the problem of electron localiza-
tion in low dimensional quasicrystalline and fractal lat-
tice models have enriched this field further [2]-[9].
Regular fractal networks have already been appreci-
ated to be linked to certain disordered structures, such
as the percolation backbone clusters [8, 9]. Such sys-
tems, by the way they are generated, are self similar and
exhibit the absence of any long ranged translational or-
der. Yet, they are not random. This gives the fractal
networks the status of being intermediate between per-
fectly periodic structures and completely disordered ones.
Naturally, they became the objects of detailed theoretical
study over all these years.
A regular fractal lattice with finite ramification (mean-
ing that a large part can be detached by removing a finite
number of bonds) is generally solvable, and is found to
possess exotic spectral features [4]-[7]. The properties
are similar for electrons and other excitations such as
phonons or magnons. For example, it is found [4] that,
contrary to the absolutely continuous electronic spec-
trum of a perfectly crystalline sample, or the pure point
spectrum of a randomly disordered lattice, the electronic
spectrum of a deterministic fractal is typically a Can-
tor set of measure zero. The changing local environment
around each lattice point leads to localization of the sin-
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gle particle eigenstates, but in a way not found common
in conventional disordered samples. The conductance in
such fractalline systems is also found to show up power-
law scaling with the size of the system. The scaling ex-
ponent may be distributed in a multifractal way [7], as
the system approaches its thermodynamic limit.
It is now known, that even a deterministic fractal may
support a countable infinity of extended eigenstates [10]-
[12]. This observation is interesting, as fractal usually
does not exhibit any short ranged ‘positional correlation’
between the lattice points, as in the cases of certain ran-
dom or quasiperiodic lattice models, known to support
extended single particle states [13]-[17]. No local clusters
of sites can really be identified which lead to resonance
causing an extendedness in the basic character of the
eigenfunction. The delocalization of an infinite number
of extended single particle states in a fractal can thus be
attributed to the structure of the lattice as a whole.
In this communication we report a real space renormal-
ization group (RSRG) analysis of the spectral features
of a 3-simplex fractal [19] in the presence of a constant
magnetic field. The growth of a 3-simplex fractal is de-
scribed in Fig. 1. We choose the magnetic flux to pene-
trate the small triangular plaquettes at each generation,
in a direction perpendicular to the plane of the fractal.
This results in a break in the time reversal symmetry
as the electron hops along the edges of a basic triangle.
The hopping along the ‘bond’ joining the two neighboring
triangle remains unaffected by the field. The magnetic
field is already known to have a non-trivial effect on the
Cantor set energy spectrum usually supported by such
fractals as has been demonstrated in the case of a Sier-
pinski gasket network [18]. The degeneracy of the zero
field solution is found to be broken, and the energy spec-
trum broadens up, though the isolated character of the
eigenstates is preserved. Later, Wang [21] re-examined
the Sierpinski gasket in the presence of a magnetic field
using an RSRG method, but allowed only a subset of
2the full parameter space to evolve under RSRG trans-
formations. The suppression of the evolution of the full
parameter space, to our mind, sometimes may lead to
incomplete information about the eigenstates.
We take up the investigation of the spectral properties
of a 3-simplex lattice mainly motivated by the following
ideas:
First, apart from being representatives of certain
percolation clusters, deterministic fractal geometries
have also been realized experimentally. Modern nano-
fabrication techniques have made it possible to experi-
mentally investigate model systems, such as the Joseph-
son junction arrays and superconducting networks devel-
oped following a Sierpinski gasket fractal [26, 27] where
both the nature, and the amount of disorder can be ac-
curately controlled. The level of frustration in such case
can be tuned by an external magnetic field. Additionally,
recent experimental measurements of persistent current
in an array of mesoscopic rings [28] suggest that, one
can think of a deterministic fractal network with multi-
ple loops at all scales of length and observe the interplay
of magnetic field and the fractal geometry in the trans-
port and related issues in such networks. Detailed study
in this regard has received relatively little attention so
far [22], and deserves more analysis.
Second, we wish to have a deeper look at whether the
external magnetic field, if it generates extended eigen-
functions for the fractal, is linked to any cyclic invari-
ance of the Hamiltonian. If such cycles at all exist, it is
important to understand whether they have any correla-
tion with the values of the external flux responsible for
them. In that case it would be possible to tune the flux,
which is an external agent to control the transport in fi-
nite fractal networks, as well as a classification between
different extended states could be achieved. This aspect
which has remained, to the best of our knowledge, really
un-explored so far, is a major focus of the present work.
We find several interesting features. In the absence of
any field, and with the introduction of anisotropy in the
amplitude of electron hopping, the corner - to - corner
transmission of a 3-simplex fractal turns out to be better
than its isotropic counterpart. Clusters of high transmit-
tivity pack the transmission spectrum in the former case,
whereas, the system turns out to be poorly transmitting
in the isotropic situation. This remains the general fea-
ture for both the isotropic and the anisotropic cases when
a magnetic field is turned on, with the transmission co-
efficient exhibiting interesting Aharonov-Bohm (AB) os-
cillations.
The magnetic field is also found to have a dramatic
effect on the local density of states at a corner site of
an infinite (or, semi-infinite) 3-simplex fractal. An ‘ap-
parently’ continuous distribution of eigenvalues appear
around the centre of the spectrum, suggesting the forma-
tion of a ‘band’ of extended states. We have not been
able to prove conclusively the existence of a ‘band’ of
extended states. However, extensive numerical investi-
gation of the local density of states and the behavior of
the nearest neighbor hopping integrals under renormal-
ization group iterations are suggestive of the fact.
Finally, we have particularly focused on a specific value
of the energy of the electron which supports an extended
eigenstate only in the presence of a magnetic flux, and
have carried out careful numerical investigations on the
flow of the parameters of the Hamiltonian under repeated
renormalization of the system, as the flux is changed
systematically. We find that, for this specific extended
eigenstate, values of the magnetic flux show up a strong
correlation with the fixed point cycles of the parameter
space, that can be predicted successfully. Such obser-
vations may provide an idea of classifying the extended
states in regards of the fixed points of the Hamiltonian
brought about by the external magnetic field.
In what follows, we report our results. In section II, we
introduce the model and the RSRG scheme. Section III
contains a discussion on the nature of the energy spec-
trum both in the absence and the presence of a field.
Section IV is devoted to the investigation of magneto-
transport, while in section V we discuss how the flux
values can be correlated to the cycles of the fixed point.
In section VI we draw our conclusions.
II. THE MODEL AND THE RSRG SCHEME
We begin by referring to Fig. 1. The three basic trian-
gular plaquettes (Fig. 1(a)) are placed as shown in the
figure to generate a second-generation fractal (Fig. 1(b)).
The process continues. A magnetic field penetrates each
small triangle. We work within a tight binding formal-
ism in which the Hamiltonian for the electron in a basic
triangular plaquette is written as,
H =
∑
i
ǫic
†
i ci +
∑
<ij>
tije
iθc†icj (1)
In the above, ǫi is the on-site potential which, in the most
general anisotropic model, can assume two values, ǫα (at
the corner sites at the horizontal base of each elementary
triangle) and ǫµ at the remaining vertices. The nearest
neighbor hopping integrals tij are assigned amplitudes tx
and ty for hopping across the horizontal and the angular
bonds within each elementary triangle respectively. The
inter-triangle connection is given by tij = Tx in the hor-
izontal direction, and tij = Ty otherwise, as depicted in
Fig. 1(b), and these are free from any associated flux.
It is to be appreciated that the status of a vertex (α or
µ) is governed only by the bonds tx or ty attached to it.
Tx and Ty remain un-decimated on renormalization, and
does not play a part in fixing the status of a vertex. It
may also be noted at this point that, this 3-simplex net-
work differs, in the presence of a magnetic field penetrat-
ing its elementary plaquettes, from its closest look-alike
the Sierpinski gasket [21] in the fact that in the 3-simplex
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FIG. 1: (a) The basic building block of a 3-simplex network.
(b) The lattice in its second generation. The dotted lines
indicate the leads attached for transmission studies.
network, the time reversal symmetry of the electron hop-
ping is broken only partially, i.e., when the electron hops
along the edges of an elementary triangle, compared to
a Sierpinski gasket, where it is broken uniformly. It will
be interesting to see the consequence of this at various
scales of length.
The magnetic flux threading each small triangle en-
ters the Hamiltonian only through the hopping integrals
along the sides of the elementary triangles [18]. We set
θ = 2πΦ/(3Φ0). Here, Φ is the flux threading each small
triangle, and Φ0 is the flux quantum. Following Ba-
navar, Kadanoff and Pruisken [18], we select the gauge
in such a way that the a factor of exp(iθ) is associated
with either tx or ty when the electron hops in the direc-
tion given by the arrow. The phase is opposite when it
hops back. Thus, the ‘forward’ or the ‘backward’ hop-
ping integrals in the presence of the field will be written
as, t
F (B)
x(y) = tx(y)e
±iθ. The model, as it is presented, al-
lows one to study a perfectly general anisotropic case
(tx 6= ty), including a hierarchical distribution of the
bonds Tx or Ty, which is known to exhibit a very in-
teresting ‘restoration of isotropy’ in a 3-simplex network
of classical resistors [23], although, we do not pursue this
topic here. The isotropic limit is easily retrieved as well.
The sites marked with decorated circles are now deci-
mated to yield the following recursion relations for the
on-site potentials and the hopping integrals.
ǫα,n+1 = ǫα,n + C1,nt
F
y,n +D1,nt
B
x,n
ǫµ,n+1 = ǫµ,n + C4,nt
B
y,n +D4,nt
B
y,n
tFx,n+1 = C
∗
3,nt
B
y,n +D
∗
3,nt
F
x,n
tFy,n+1 = C2,nt
F
y,n +D2,nt
B
x,n
tBx,n+1 = t
F
x,n+1
∗
tBy,n+1 = t
F
y,n+1
∗
(2)
In the above, n and n + 1 in the subscript denote the
stages of renormalization , tF (B)j,n = tj,ne
±iθn with j =
x or y representing the x- or y-hopping along the edge
of a triangle, and, θn is the ‘re-normalized’ flux at the
nth stage, which of course, we do not have to calculate
separately. Here,
C1,n =
A1,n +A2,nB1,n
1−A2,nB2,n
C2,n =
A3,n +A2,nB3,n
1−A2,nB2,n
C3,n =
A4,n +A2,nB4,n
1−A2,nB2,n
C4,n =
B5,n +A5,nB6,n
1−A6,nB6,n
D1,n =
B1,n +B2,nA1,n
1−A2,nB2,n
D2,n =
B3,n +B2,nA3,n
1−A2,nB2,n
D3,n =
B4,n +B2,nA4,n
1−A2,nB2,n
D4,n =
A5,n +B5,nA6,n
1−A6,nB6,n
(3)
At any stage n of renormalization, we have defined (sup-
pressing the subscript n),
A1 = rt
B
y /s, A2 = (rt
F
y + TxT
2
y t
B
x t
B
y )/s, A3 =
Ty(qt
F
y + pt
B
y t
B
x )/s, A4 = T
2
y t
B
x [(E − ǫα)t
F
y + t
B
x t
B
y ]/s,
A5 = t
B
y z1/[z1(E − ǫα) − T
2
y ], and, A6 = (z1t
F
x +
v1Tyt
B
y )/[z1(E − ǫα)− T
2
y ].
B1 = t
F
x /z, B2 = (rt
B
y + TxT
2
y t
F
x t
F
y )/(rz), B3 =
uTxTyt
F
y /(pz), B4 = Tx[wTyt
F
y +t
B
x (E−ǫµ)+(t
F
y )
2]/(pz),
B5 = t
F
y /z2, and, B6 = (Tyw2 + t
B
x )/z2.
The quantities u, w, z, v1, z1, w2 and z2 are defined
4as,
u =
p
[
tFx (qt
F
y + pt
B
y t
B
x ) + rt
B
y
]
qr
w =
Ty[t
B
x t
B
y + (E − ǫα)t
F
y ]
qr
(ptFx t
B
x + r)
z = (E − ǫα)−
Tx[(E − ǫµ)Tx + t
F
y Tyv]
p
(4)
with, v = [pTxTyt
F
x t
B
x t
B
y + rTxTyt
B
y ]/(qr),
v1 =
TxTyt
B
y
p(E − ǫα)− T 2x (E − ǫµ)
z1 = (E − ǫµ)− w1t
B
y
(5)
with, w1 = t
F
y p/[p(E − ǫα)− T
2
x (E − ǫµ)], and,
w2 =
(tFy )
2TxTy
(E − ǫµ)[p(E − ǫα)− T 2x (E − ǫµ)]− pt
F
y t
B
y
z2 = (E − ǫα)− Tyv2 (6)
with, v2 =
Ty [p(E−ǫα)−T
2
x (E−ǫµ)]
(E−ǫµ)[p(E−ǫα)−T 2x (E−ǫµ)]−pt
F
y t
B
y
.
Finally, the remaining factors are,
p = (E − ǫα)(E − ǫµ)− t
F
y t
B
y
q = (p− T 2y )(E − ǫα)
r = q(E − ǫα)− pt
F
x t
B
x
s = r(E − ǫµ)− qT
2
y
(7)
The inter-triangle hopping integrals Tx and Ty remain
un-affected as a result of renormalization, i.e,. Tj,n+1 =
Tj,n at any stage n, j representing x or y.
The set of recursion relations given by Eq. (2) is a
highly non-linear one, and can be reduced to a simple
form only under simple isotropic model in the absence
of any field. However, they are not so difficult to deal
with numerically, and yield quite a few interesting results
which we shall now discuss.
III. ENERGY SPECTRUM AND THE NATURE
OF EIGENSTATES
A. The zero field case
To begin with, we have evaluated the local density of
states (LDOS) at a corner site of a 3-simplex gasket in
the isotropic limit, and in the absence of any magnetic
field. We set ǫα = ǫµ = ǫ, tx = ty = t, and, Tx = Ty = τ .
The recursion relations given by Eq. (2) now get reduced
to,
ǫn+1 = ǫn +
Pn
QnRn
tn+1 =
Un
QnRn
(8)
with, Pn = 2tn
2[(E − ǫn)
2 − τ(E − ǫn) − t
2
n], Qn =
(τ + tn + ǫn − E), Rn = τ
2 − (E − ǫn)
2 + t2n − τtn and,
Un = τt
2
n(E − ǫn + tn − τ). n again stands for the stage
of renormalization. In the absence of any field, it is a
simple task to evaluate the LDOS at a corner site using
the standard Green’s function technique [24]. We have
checked that the recursion relations produce the correct
LDOS at the corner site of a one dimensional chain [20]
in the limit ty, Ty → 0. With a small imaginary part
added to the energy E, the hopping integral t flows to
zero after certain steps of RSRG. This implies that the
lattice, at that scale of length, breaks up into an assembly
of diatomic molecules, with the hopping τ connecting the
‘atoms’ remaining unchanged. Each such molecule will
be decoupled from its neighbors, and the transmission
across the lattice will be zero. The on-site potential at
the corner site reaches its fixed point value ǫ˜, and, the
LDOS (meaningful only at an extreme corner site, which
is truly decoupled from the rest of the lattice) is then
evaluated as,
ρ(E) = −
1
π
G00(E + iη) (9)
where, the diagonal Green’s function G00 = 1/(E− ǫ˜). A
plot of the LDOS at a corner site is shown in Fig. 2 (top
figure). The LDOS is exhibited is checked, as permitted
by the limit of accuracy, to be stable against a decreasing
value of the imaginary part of the energy E, and has
been displayed within a value unity to give prominence
to the smaller peaks compared to the much bigger ones.
The fragmented, scanty appearance is consistent with the
usual Cantor set spectrum common to such systems.
Before introducing the magnetic field, it is pertinent
to comment on the existence of extended eigenstates in
this simplified model. If the recursion relations Eq. (8)
are iterated for any arbitrary energy with no imaginary
part added to it, the hopping integral t flows to zero
after certain steps of RSRG. This means that the corre-
sponding energy should lie in a gap of the spectrum of
the infinite system, or, corresponds to an exponentially
localized eigenstate, though it is not possible to distin-
guish between these two cases by simply looking at the
flow of the hopping integral. It should be remembered
that a zero LDOS is not a conclusive proof for an en-
ergy not to be in the spectrum of the infinite lattice. On
the other hand, if, for certain energy, the hopping in-
tegral remains non-zero under an indefinite number of
iterations, then we have definitely hit upon an extended
eigenstate. It is not difficult, using Eq.s (8) to fix an
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FIG. 2: The local density of states at a corner site of an
isotropic 3-simplex fractal. The top figure corresponds to the
case of zero flux, whereas the bottom one corresponds to the
case where the flux Φ = Φ0/4. We select ǫ = 0, and, t = 1.
The imaginary part added to the energy is 10−5 in unit of t.
energy for which ǫ1 = ǫ. The energy, evaluated in this
fashion can then be inserted into the second equation
in (8), and one can select T in such a manner that t1
under RSRG remains equal to t. As the inter-triangle
hopping is always T , we thus have a fixed point of the
parameter space, viz, (ǫn, tn, Tn) → (ǫn−1, tn−1, Tn−1)
for n ≥ 1. The corresponding state will be extended in
nature. This of course demands a definite relationship
between ǫ, t and T , that is, we are talking of a specific
model. For example, with ǫ = 0, and t = 1, if we set
E = 0.5t, then the fixed point behavior sets in from the
first RSRG step onwards if T is assigned a value equal
to −3/2 (in units of t). Much more involved relationship
between the parameters of the system is capable of lead-
ing to a fixed point behavior starting at deeper scales of
renormalization. However, in each case, a different set of
parameters essentially means that we are dealing with a
different system. In principle, we will observe extended
eigenstates in each of those cases which provide a mean-
ingful relationship between the parameters, but only at
certain discrete energy values.
B. A magnetic field is turned ‘on’
A magnetic field, however, is capable of bringing dra-
matic changes into the spectrum even when we deal with
a particular system with a pre-defined set of parameters.
In the lower one in Fig. 2 the LDOS at the corner site
is shown for a flux Φ = Φ0/4 for the simplest isotropic
model with ǫα = ǫµ = 0, and tx = ty = Tx = Ty = 1.
The spectrum shows very closely spaced zones of finite
density of states. Of particular interest is the narrow
energy interval around the ‘centre’ E = 0, where, the
appearance of a smooth region of almost constant den-
sity of states exits. It has not been possible to prove the
existence of a continuous band of states, though we have
made very fine scan around E = 0, each time reducing
the energy interval to be scanned and diminishing the
imaginary part to be added to the energy E. The LDOS
is found to be stable under a variation in the imaginary
part η from 10−3 to 10−10 (in unit of t), and within the
limits of machine accuracy, it is tempting to conjecture
the existence of a continuous zone of eigenstates around
E = 0. The occurrence of dense clusters of non-zero
density of states has been tested with other values of
the magnetic field. The general conclusion is the same
(except for Φ = mΦ0/2, m being an integer) , and the
qualitative features do not essentially change even when
we deal with the anisotropic gasket.
IV. TRANSMISSION ACROSS FINITE
3-SIMPLEX FRACTALS
To calculate the quantum mechanical transmission
across a finite 3-simplex network of any size, we adopt the
very well known formalism proposed by Douglas Stone et
al . [25], and consequently used by others as well [12].
The essential method consists in placing the desired frac-
tal network between perfectly ordered semi-infinite leads
(shown by dashed lines in Fig.1(b)) connected to the two
extreme α-sites at the base. The leads may be described
by a uniform on-site potential ǫ0, and constant nearest
neighbor hopping integral t0. A network at the nth gen-
eration is then renormalized n− 1 times to reduce it to a
simple triangle, and finally to a diatomic ‘molecule’ [12],
still clamped between the leads, with an effective on-site
potential ǫeff , and an effective hopping integral t
F (B)
eff .
The transmission coefficient is then easily obtained in
terms of the quantities ǫeff , t
F (B)
eff , ǫ0, t0 and the elec-
tron energy E. The method is so well known that we skip
the detailed mathematical expressions to save space, and
present the results only.
6A. Zero flux situation
Let us start with the isotropic case, that is, ǫα = ǫµ,
and, tx = ty = Tx = Ty. Consider no flux, i.e., Φ = 0.
The transmission spectrum consists of the expected iso-
lated peaks, consistent with the LDOS spectrum. With
increasing size the fractal turns out to be even poorly
transmitting. Interesting changes however start showing
up with the introduction of anisotropy. Quite arbitrar-
ily, we set , tx = Tx = 1 and start reducing the values of
ty(= Ty) from one towards zero (the limit when the frac-
tal reduces to a linear chain clamped between the leads).
The on-site potentials ǫα and ǫµ are chosen to be equal,
and have been set equal to zero. With the introduction
of anisotropy, regions of finite transmission increase in
number. For example, putting ty = Ty = 0.9 (that is,
a small departure from isotropy), the spectrum is still
very much like the isotropic situation, with new clusters
of appreciable transmittance (sometimes unity as well)
appearing in many places. With gradual decrease in the
values of the y-hopping, the newly generated small spiky
zones increase in number, join ‘hand in hand’ and the
shape of the entire spectrum start drifting towards what
it should be in the case of a periodic chain clamped be-
tween the leads. The spectrum tends to be restricted
within E = ǫ0 ± 2t0, which is the allowed band of the
ordered lead, and resembles the spectrum of a 1-d chain,
as ty = Ty becomes vanishingly small. In Fig. 3 we
show the transmission spectrum of a 7-th generation 3-
simplex structure, both for the isotropic situation (top),
and the anisotropic cases (the middle and bottom ones)
in support of the above remarks.
B. Influence of the magnetic field
We have investigated the general features of the trans-
mission coefficient as the flux through each elementary
plaquette is varied. The features are of course sensitive to
the energy of the electron that enters the system through
the lead. For calculation, we have chosen ǫα = ǫµ = 0,
and tx = Tx = ty = Ty = 1. The lead parameters in this
case are chosen to be ǫ0 = 0, and t0 = 2 to encompass
the full spectrum of the fractal network. In the case of an
isotropic 3-simplex network, the magnetic field is found
to generate clusters of resonant transmission throughout
the spectrum, a particularly noticeable broadening tak-
ing place at and around E = 0. In Fig. 4 we display the
transmission spectrum of a sixth generation fractal with
energy E with a flux Φ = 0.25Φ0 threading each elemen-
tary triangle. The spectrum is notable for a thick popu-
lation of high transmission values at and around E = 0.
Several other mini bands of resonant transmission also
mark the spectrum. This feature is in sharp contrast to
that in the absence of any field (Fig. 3, the top figure
for example). We have observed the change in the width
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FIG. 3: The transmittivity (T ) against energy of a seventh
generation 3-simplex fractal. The top figure corresponds to
the isotropic case with tx = ty = Tx = Ty = 1. The middle
and the bottom ones depict the situation with ty = Ty = 0.9
and ty = Ty = 0.1 respectively. The on-site potentials are
kept constant at ǫα = ǫµ in each case. The lead parameters
are, ǫ0 = 0, and t0 = 2.
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FIG. 4: The transmittivity (T ) against energy of a sixth
generation 3-simplex fractal. The figure corresponds to the
isotropic case with tx = ty = Tx = Ty = 1. The on-site
potentials are kept constant at ǫα = ǫµ = 0, and the mag-
netic flux threading each elementary triangular plaquette is
Φ = Φ0/4. For the lead, we take ǫ0 = 0, and t0 = 2.
7of the cluster of high transmission zone around E = 0
by carefully scanning the energy interval. It is seen that
the width of the transmission window around E = 0, for
any generation, changes continuously with the introduc-
tion of the flux , from zero at Φ = 0 to a maximum at
Φ = Φ04 , and then shrinks back to zero again at Φ =
Φ0
2 .
The change in width of this central transmitting window
shows a periodic variation with flux. The period is equal
to a half flux quantum. Similar observations as above are
made with anisotropy in the hopping integrals, but with
no real new qualitative features. The portion of the T -
Φ/Φ0 graph immediately around E = 0 remains densely
packed with increasing size of the network.
The second half of the study of transmission spectrum
consists of an examination of the Aharonov-Bohm (AB)
oscillations in the transmission coefficient at a fixed en-
ergy of the electron. We have displayed results for E = 0.
The period of oscillations is found to be equal to one
flux quantum. The detailed features of the spectrum are
of course sensitive to the chosen energy of the electron.
In Fig. 5 we show the AB oscillations within one pe-
riod for a third and a sixth generation gasket. Once
again, the transmission window between zero and one-
half flux quantum shows multiple resonance peaks in the
sixth generation fractal compared to a fairly broad and
structureless shape observed in the third generation. In-
terestingly, with increasing generation, the spectrum is
enriched by the appearance of multiple peaks with trans-
mission equal to one (or, very close to one), but, the
transmittivity really doesn’t fall to zero for any appre-
ciable value of the flux between 0 < Φ < Φ0/2, and,
Φ0/2 < Φ < Φ0.
The sensitivity of the spectral features on the parame-
ters of the system are easily revealed when we look at the
variation of the transmission coefficient against chang-
ing magnetic flux in the case of an anisotropic simplex
lattice. While the electron with E = 0 doesn’t distin-
guish between an isotropic and an anisotropic fractal,
other energy values may lead to gross changes in the fine
structure of the spectrum. We point out an interesting
phenomenon. It is possible to fix up the electron energy
in such a way, that, with large anisotropy (that is, for
low enough values of ty = Ty) , the amplitudes of the
AB oscillations start decreasing as the transmission co-
efficient assumes values very close to one. At one stage,
the transmittance T becomes practically indistinguish-
able from unity, as ty = Ty is brought below certain
value. By magnifying the scale of observation, it is still
possible to see how the system tries to preserve the AB
oscillations, which soon smoothes out if the Y -hopping is
diminished further. In such cases, with increasing gener-
ation, the hopping integral ty,n flows to zero, while tx,n
does not. It means, as the system grows in size, the intri-
cate geometry of the fractal starts ‘disappearing’ to the
incoming electron. It essentially feels an ordered chain,
and if the energy chosen happens to lie in the allowed
band of that ordered chain, we get a ballistic transport.
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FIG. 5: The transmittivity (T ) against flux of a third gen-
eration (dotted line) and a sixth generation (solid line) 3-
simplex fractal. The figure corresponds to the isotropic case
with tx = ty = Tx = Ty = 1 and ǫα = ǫµ = 0. We have set
E = 0.
In Fig. 6 we display one such example where, E = 0.5 in
unit of tx.
V. FIELD INDUCED EXTENDED STATES
A. General remarks
The existence of extended eigenstates in systems with-
out any translational order has always been an intriguing
feature in the study of disordered systems. However, the
complex forms of the recursion relations make an analyt-
ical attempt rather difficult for a 3-simplex network. We
have therefore relied on a careful numerical study. We
specially observe the flow of the hopping integrals un-
der successive RSRG steps. The non-zero values of the
hopping integrals under RSRG stand out to be a definite
signature of the state being extended. In all the discus-
sion that follows, we confine ourselves to the isotropic
case only.
It is now evident that, the magnetic field generates
a dense set of eigenvalues, almost resembling a contin-
uum, around E = 0. Quite arbitrarily we have selected
a portion −0.1 ≤ E ≤ 0.1, in unit of tx in a model with
ǫα = ǫµ = 0, tx = Tx = ty = Ty = 1, and have chosen
the value of the magnetic flux Φ = Φ0/4. The LDOS in
this portion is found to be very stable as the imaginary
part added to the energy is decreased from 10−3 to 10−9.
A fine scan over the points in this interval reveals that,
any energy we hit upon quite randomly in this range,
corresponds to a non-zero value of the nearest neighbor
hopping integral under successive renormalization. This
indicates the presence of extended eigenstates. Of course,
this is not a conclusive proof of the existence of a band
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FIG. 6: The transmittivity (T ) against flux of a 7-th genera-
tion fractal. The figure corresponds to the anisotropic cases
with tx = Tx = 1, ǫα = ǫµ = 0, and, ty = Ty = 0.25 (solid
line), ty = Ty = 0.20 (dashed line), and, ty = Ty = 0.15
(dotted line). We have set E = 0.5 in unit of tx.
of extended states, but, the smaller and smaller widths
of the energy interval chosen, remaining close to E = 0,
lead to similar behavior. This is suggestive of the fact
that the presence of a band of extended eigenstates may
not be a remote possibility in this case. We have carried
out the numerical investigation for other values of the
flux and other energy intervals, and in many occasions
similar observation has been made. The observations are
in accord with the transmission spectrum displayed in
Fig. 5.
B. Values of Flux and cycles of the fixed point: an
interesting correlation
Let us now turn to a different aspect of the problem.
We restrict the discussion to the isotropic model with
ǫα = ǫµ = ǫ, and tx = Tx = ty = Ty = t. The phase asso-
ciated with the hopping, at any nth stage of RSRG will
be denoted by θn. We draw the attention of the reader to
Fig. 7 which presents the transmission as a function of
the applied flux for a seventh generation 3-simplex frac-
tal (solid line), together with the LDOS (dashed line)
at E = 0, plotted by varying the flux from zero to a
single flux quantum. It is interesting to see how the en-
ergy E = 0 is periodically brought in and out of the
spectrum of the infinite system by the magnetic field,
the period being equal to Φ0/2. Once again, we have
tested the robustness of the LDOS spectrum by dimin-
ishing the imaginary part added to energy from bigger
(10−3) to much smaller (10−9) values, so that it is not
unjustified to conclude that we definitely have a state at
E = 0. The spectrum also gives us an indication that we
have a continuous LDOS as flux changes from zero to half
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FIG. 7: The transmittivity (T ) against flux of a seventh gen-
eration fractal (solid line) and the local density of states at a
corner site of an infinite lattice (dashed line) at E = 0. We
address the isotropic case with tx = ty = Tx = Ty = 1 and
ǫα = ǫµ = 0.
flux quantum. We fix our energy of interest at E = 0.
Looking at the evolution of the hopping integral under
successive RSRG steps as we gradually increase the flux
threading an elementary triangular plaquette from zero
to Φ0/2 and beyond, we make two interesting observa-
tions. First, for 0 < Φ < Φ0/2, and, Φ0/2 < Φ < Φ0,
the hopping integrals do not flow to zero under itera-
tion, bringing out the fact that E = 0 corresponds to a
perfectly extended eigenstate for what appears to be a
continuous distribution of flux values.
Second, different flux values chosen for the above ob-
servation unravel the existence of fixed points with mul-
tiple cycles. Most interestingly, we have found that the
values of the magnetic flux leading to these cyclic fixed
points group into a definite pattern, the formation of
which can be predicted from the results of our numerical
scan of the range of the flux values. The same pattern (of
the number of cycles) is repeated as we change the flux
at certain specially chosen equal intervals along the flux
line from Φ = 0 to Φ = Φ0/2. We clarify the meaning of
the above statements below by citing specific results.
Let us consider the interval Φ = 0 to Φ = Φ0/2, and
divide this interval into 2m subintervals with m being
a positive integer, and m ≥ 2. If we exclude the two
extreme points at Φ = 0 and Φ = Φ0/2 on this ‘flux
line’, then the remaining values of the magnetic flux mak-
ing this division are distributed at the locations (coor-
dinates) Φj =
j
2m+1Φ0, j = 1, 2, 3, ...., 2
m − 1. Let us
pick up the simplest choice, viz, m = 2. The interval
0 < Φ < Φ0/2 is then split into four equal sub-intervals.
The values of the flux inside the line (that is, excluding
the values at the boundary) are located at Φ1 = Φ0/8,
Φ2 = Φ0/4 and Φ3 = 3Φ0/8, sequentially from the left.
9We set Φ = Φ1 = Φ0/8. It is immediately observed that,
the entire parameter space defined by the trio (ǫn, tn, θn)
gets locked into a 2-cycle fixed point beginning at n = 3,
where n represents the RSRG step. That is, we have for
Φ = Φ0/8,
(ǫn, tn, θn) = (ǫn+2, tn+2, θn+2), n ≥ 3
With Φ = Φ2 = Φ0/4, we again get a 2-cycle fixed point
of the parameter space (ǫn, tn, θn). But now, the fixed
point behavior is observed for n ≥ 2. Setting the exter-
nal flux equal to the remaining value in this interval, viz,
Φ = Φ3 = 3Φ0/8, we get a 1-cycle fixed point of the same
parameter space beginning at n = 1, that is, at the first
stage of RSRG onwards. It should be appreciated that,
the values of the flux Φ = Φ0/8 and Φ = Φ0/4 can be
termed ‘equivalent’ only in the number of cycles of the
fixed point they generate. The extended wavefunctions
they represent, are characteristically different as the in-
variant cycles of the parameter space set in at different
stages of renormalization.
We now increase the value ofm in steps. The behavior
of the parameter space defined by (ǫn, tn, θn) is observed
under successive RSRG iteration as the magnetic flux is
made to assume sequential values given by Φ = j2m+1Φ0
from the left. Our ‘experiment’ leads to the following
very interesting observations:
(i) If we denote the flux leading to an n-cycle fixed
point by Φ[n], then the values of the flux between zero
and the half flux quantum group themselves into a series
of triplets, viz, (Φ[2],Φ[2],Φ[1]).
(ii) This triplet repeats itself periodically as we sweep
through the points Φj = j/2
m+1Φ0 along the flux axis
between zero and half flux quantum. For any given value
ofm which fixes the number of intervals, the cyclic invari-
ance of the full parameter space will start showing up at a
specific step of renormalization. This ‘step’ n is given by
the ‘power’ m of 2 in the denominator in the expression
for the flux Φ, whenever Φ = (2l+1)2m Φ0, l = 0, 1, 2, ....
Thus, for an eight sub-interval splitting of the range
0 ≤ Φ ≤ Φ0/2, the first value (after zero) at Φ =
1
24Φ0
exhibits a 2-cycle fixed point starting at n = 4. The
second flux Φ = 224Φ0 =
1
23Φ0 leads to a 2-cycle fixed
point beginning at n = 3. For Φ = 324Φ0 we have a
1-cycle fixed point for n ≥ 4. This sequence of cycles
repeats periodically, but the stage at which the invariance
starts showing up is not the same for every flux. However,
for values of m > 2, a subset of the fixed points (1-cycle,
or 2-cycle) are truly equivalent in the sense that they
start showing up at the same stage of RSRG. In this
sense, the fixed points arising out of flux values Φ =
Φ0/2
m, Φ = 5Φ0/2
m, Φ = 7Φ0/2
m are truly equivalent.
It should be appreciated that the sequence of flux val-
ues responsible for a certain cyclic behavior has a deter-
ministic feature. If we select Φ = 12mΦ0, with m = 2,
3, 4,... sequentially, then its easy to check that for all
such values of Φ we have a 2-cycle fixed point beginning
at n = m. Thus, at the left-most value of the flux, the
cyclic invariance starts revealing at the deepest scale of
length. As we move along the flux line, the fixed point
character begins to show up earlier, and at Φ = φ0/4,
we see it immediately from n = 2 onwards. Similarly,
whenever Φ = 3p2mΦ0, with p = 1, 2, 3,..., and m ≥ 2,
we come across a 1-cycle fixed point for n ≥ m. For
example, by selecting m = 5, the values of the flux at
Φ/Φ0 = 3/2
5, 6/25 = 3/24, 9/25, 12/25 = 3/23, and
15/25 exhibit 1-cycle fixed point beginning at n = 5, 4,
5, 3 and 5 respectively. Similar deterministic feature has
also been possible to locate for other sub-divisions.
It is obvious that the separation between the one cycle,
and the two-cycle values of the flux becomes exponen-
tially smaller as we split the flux interval between zero
and one-half flux quantum more and more by increasing
m. The behavior of (Φ[2],Φ[2],Φ[1]) is consistent with
our expectation, so far as we have tested. This encour-
ages us to conclude that, speaking just in terms of the
one and two-cycle fixed points, there will be a ‘quasi-
continuous’ cross-over in the character of the extended
eigenstates as one sweeps over the specific flux values at
Φj =
j
2m+1Φ0 along the flux line between zero and half
flux quantum.
What happens in the range Φ0/2 ≤ Φ ≤ Φ0 ?
Similar correlations between the flux values and the
cycles of the fixed points may also be looked for the flux
ranging from Φ = Φ0/2 to one flux quantum. The pat-
tern however, may be different. For example, if we split
the full range of flux, from Φ = 0 to Φ = Φ0, in 2
5 = 32
equal intervals, then it is seen that from Φ = jΦ0/32,
with j = 1, 2, ..., 15, the pattern (Φ[2],Φ[2],Φ[1]) is pe-
riodically repeated. The mid-point Φ = Φ0 has to be
omitted as we do not get any state there. In the rest of
the flux interval, that is, from Φ = 17Φ0/32 and upto
Φ = 31Φ0/32 in interval of Φ0/32, we now get a triplet
(Φ[2],Φ[1],Φ[2]) repeating periodically. One can proceed
in this way for other values of m. For any given m, the
entire pattern observed between Φ = 0 and Φ = Φ0 obvi-
ously repeats beyond one flux quantum. We have tested
these observations, by working out the patterns for a few
values of m to begin with, and then speculated the pat-
tern for larger values of m. This test has been successful
and gives us confidence to predict the correlation as it
has been described above.
Before we end this section, it is good to note that, we
have chosen to speak in terms of the one and the two cycle
fixed points only. There are, other flux values as well for
which one gets different multiple cyclic behavior, even a
completely chaotic behavior of the parameter space. All
these point towards the existence of extended eigenstates
in a 3-simplex network. However, we have tried to focus
on a definite correlation between cycles of invariance of
the parameter space, and a given set of values of the
magnetic flux by citing the above example.
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VI. CONCLUSION
We have examined the spectral properties of a 3-
simplex fractal network in the presence of a magnetic
field penetrating a subspace of this fractal space. Both
the isotropic and the anisotropic limits of the model
have been discussed with special emphasis on the flux
dependent electronic transmission and the existence of
extended electronic states. Based on a numerical study
of the exact renormalization group recursion relations we
show that there is a subtle correlation between the value
of the magnetic flux and the fixed point behavior of the
Hamiltonian, and propose that such an observation may
lead to a method of classification of the extended eigen-
states for a given value of the energy of the electron.
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